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Note: For some of these problems you might notice unusually high voltage values.  These 
are the result of a typo that went undetected: sources that read ‘5A’ in the circuits in the 
homework should in a reasonable circuit be ‘5mA.’  In the end, however, the concepts 
required to do the problems are the same.  This applies specifically to: 3.1b, 3.1c, 3.2b. 
Apologies for any confusion caused by this error. 
 
3.1a) If only V1 is present in the circuit, we obtain a circuit with 2 meshes: 
For the lower mesh, we can write a KVL equation: 
-10V + i1*3kΩ + i1*5kΩ = 0.  Solving for the current, we obtain i1 = 10V/8kΩ = 
1.25mA.  Then, voltage at the unknown node is 5kΩ(1.25mA) = 6.25V 
For the upper mesh, a consistent solution is found where i2 = 0.  The voltage around that 
mesh is also 6.25V (resistors with no current act like short circuits for voltage drops). 
3.1b) If only V2 is present in the circuit, we obtain a circuit with 2 meshes: 
For the upper mesh, we can write a KVL equation: 
3V + i1*5kΩ + i1*15kΩ = 0.  We obtain that i1 = -3V/20kΩ = -0.15mA. 
Since no current flows in the lower mesh, voltage at the lower left of the upper mesh is 
0V, voltage at the lower end of the 3V source is -0.75V, voltage at the upper node is 
2.25V. 
 
If only I = 5A is present in the circuit, we have a network of 3 meshes with the following 
KVL equations: 
For the lower left: i3*3kΩ + (i3 + 5A)*5kΩ = 0 
For the upper mesh: i1*15kΩ + (i1 + 5A) * 5kΩ = 0 
For the lower right: i2 = -5A 
 
Solving for i1, i1 = (-25kV)/(20kΩ) = -1.25A 
Solving for i3, i3 = (-25kV)/(8kΩ) = -3.125A 
 
3.1c) Labeling mesh currents 1 (upper mesh), 2 (lower right), 3 (lower left) we can obtain 
the following equations: 
i2 = -5A 
i1*15kΩ + 3V + (i1 + 5A)*5kΩ = 0  i1 = -1.25015A 
i3*3kΩ + (i3 + 5A)*5kΩ – 10V = 0  i3 = -3.12375A 
Label node A at the 4-resistor junction, node B at the left of the 3V source, node C at the 
right of the 3V source, and node D at the upper end of the current source. 
Then, Va = -9361.25V, Vb = -9361.25V – 1.25015A*15kΩ = -28113.5V 
Vc = -28110.5V, Vd = -23110.5V 
 
Comparing these values with sums of subcircuits, the values are the same for all node 
voltages and branch currents. 
 
 
 



 
 
3.1e) Req = 1kΩ + 15kΩ||5kΩ + 3kΩ||5kΩ = (53/8)kΩ 
For Voc, using source transformations, 
V1 converts to 10/3mA in parallel with 3kΩ, V2 converts to 1/5mA in parallel with 15kΩ. 
3kΩ||5kΩ = 15/8kΩ, 15kΩ||5kΩ = 15/4kΩ 
Then I1 converts to 25/4V, I2 converts to 3/4V, Vth = 11/2V 
 
3.2a) 
Input: V = 1mV, I = 1mV/1MΩ = 1nA 
Output: I = 0.005S*1mV = 5uA, V = -(5uA)*250kΩ = 1.25V 
3.2b) 
Analysis of this circuit using mesh analysis (any method should work) 
Labeling i1 in the upper mesh, i2 in the lower right, i3 in the lower left, 
In mesh 1, i1*15kΩ – 3V3k + (i1 + 5A)*5kΩ = 0 
In mesh 3, -10V + i3(3kΩ) + (i3 + 5A)*5kΩ = 0 
From mesh 3, i3 = -3.12375A 
Then, V3k = -9371.25V 
Then, i1 = -2.6557A 
From mesh 2, i2 = -5A 
Working by Ohm’s Law around the circuit, Va = 9381.25V, Vb = 49215.6V 
Vc = 21102.8V, Vd = 26102.8V 
 
3.3a) Input resistance in this case is trivially 1MΩ 
b) Finding Vout vs Vs, Vout = -gmVs*250kΩ, so Vout/Vs = -gm*250kΩ 
c) Output resistance, because we ignore the contributions from the input side, is just 
250kΩ 
d) Adding in a source resistance and a load resistance,  
Vin = (1MΩ)/(1MΩ + Rs)*Vs 
Vout = -gmVin*(250kΩ||Rl) 
So, Vout/Vs = -gm(250kΩ||Rl)(1MΩ)/(1MΩ + Rs) 


